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ABSTRACT Otitis media (OM) is a common disease in childhood that may have aftereffects such as hearing
loss. Therefore, early diagnosis and proper treatment are important. However, the diagnostic accuracies of
otolaryngology and pediatrics are low, at 73% and 50%, respectively. Therefore, clinical work that supports
the early diagnosis of diseases, such as computer-aided diagnostic (CAD) systems, can be helpful. However,
CAD systems for diagnosing ear diseases require an automatic tympanic membrane (TM) segmentation
model to assist in diagnosis. This is because it is difficult to detect the TM and affected areas in an endoscopic
image of the TM owing to irregular lighting. In this study, we propose a ResNet152 UNet++ image
segmentation network. The proposed method applies the ResNet152 layer structure to the encoders in the
UNet++ model to detect the location of the TM and affected area with high accuracy. Furthermore, the TM
and affected regions can be segmented better than when using the previously proposed UNet and UNet++

models. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to use a UNet++-based segmentation model to
segment TM areas in endoscopic images of the TM and evaluate its performance. The experiments revealed
that ResNet152UNet++ outperforms conventionalmethods in terms of segmentation of the TMand affected
areas.

INDEX TERMS Convolutional neural network, artificial neural network, segmentation, otitis media,
computer-aided diagnosis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Otitis media (OM) is one of the most common childhood
diseases [1], collectively term for all inflammatory changes
within the middle ear cavity, and involves inflammatory
changes in the middle ear mucosa, submucosa, and bone
tissue. Failure to receive proper treatment owing to delaying
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early diagnosis may result in aftereffects such as hearing
loss [2]. In particular, incorrectly treated OM may have
serious consequences such as intracranial complications or
facial palsy [3]. Therefore, it is important to diagnose and
treat OM accurately. However, the average diagnosis rates
for otolaryngologists and pediatricians are only 73% and
50%, respectively [4]. The diagnosis of OM is based on
the condition of the tympanic membrane (TM), therefore
it is very important to clinically identify the TM correctly.
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Early identification of the affected areas can help prevent
complications associated with untreated or poorly managed
middle ear disorders, such as hearing loss, chronic middle
ear infections, cholesteatoma, or permanent destruction of the
TM [5]. In addition, segmenting the TM and affected areas
enables physicians to provide more detailed and accurate
diagnoses [6]. As a result, accurate segmentation of the TM
and affected areas from endoscopic images, when supported
by diagnostic tools like computer-aided diagnostics (CAD),
is expected to enhance diagnostic accuracy in diagnosing ear
diseases.

CAD systems are important clinical tasks for detecting
abnormalities using medical imaging [7]. In the diagnosis of
ear diseases, the CAD system includes several steps, includ-
ing obtaining the original images, preprocessing, and feature
extraction [1]. It is important to detect the TM and affected
area accurately. However, it is difficult to segment the TM and
affected area in the TM image because the video perspective
image appears darker than the average color of a specific
structure owing to irregular lighting [8]. Therefore, a new
method is required for detecting TMs and their affected areas.

With recent developments in deep learning, research on the
application of artificial intelligence (AI) to the medical field
has been increasing [9]. Among these methods, the convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) is the most commonly used
technology in image segmentation [10]. Pham et al. used the
UNet-based EAR-UNet model to detect the TMs and affected
areas from endoscopic images of the TM, including normal,
acute otitis media (AOM), chronic otitis media (COM), and
otitis media with effect (OME), with 95.8% accuracy [3].
However, the utility of the detected images in diagnosing
ear diseases has not yet been tested. And Basararan et al.
used Fast R-CNN to segment TMs and diagnosed six ear
diseases with 90.48% accuracy using the VGG16model [11].
However, the TM segmentation accuracy of the Fast R-CNN
was only 79.52% and the improvement in the diagnostic
performance was unsatisfactory. Moreover, a study aimed
to enhance the performance of the classification model by
segmenting the TM in endoscopic images of the TM, uti-
lizing color and geometric structure [12]. However, their
approach demonstrated incomplete segmentation outcomes,
such as the loss of the retraction feature owing to the inad-
equate removal of certain boundaries of the malleus, which
are challenging to discern visually. In this study, we pro-
pose a ResNet152 UNet++ model that uses TM images to
detect the TMs and affected areas with high performance.
And we evaluated whether the proposed model could accu-
rately detect the TM and affected areas. We verified that
images with the segmentation of the TM and affected areas
aided OM diagnosis using six CNN models released on
ImageNet.

Our paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
reviews the related work and Section III details the exper-
imental methods. Section IV presents and analyzes the
experimental results. Finally, the conclusions are outlined in
Section V.

FIGURE 1. UNet++ Backbone.

II. RELATED WORK
A. UNET++

UNet [13] is a segmentation model that has been widely
applied to image segmentation in the medical field since
its proposal. Many studies have used UNet backbones for
medical image segmentation, and there have been various
studies that have changed segmentation tasks based on UNet
backbones. In Figure 1, UNet++ [14] is a representative
UNet-based segmentation model that can achieve more accu-
rate medical image segmentation by applying dense skip con-
nections based on UNet. Each overlapped convolution block
is upsampled following downsampling to extract semantic
information for multiple convolutions. All of these convo-
lutional layers are connected by dense skip connections to
segment medical images with better accuracy.

B. RESNET
Deep convolutional neural networks are an innovativemethod
for classifying images. However, the performance is degraded
if the layers are stacked too deeply. ResNet [15] is a CNN
model that addresses the degradation problem as the layers
deepen by adding residual networks for each layer. The con-
cept of a residual network is illustrated in Figure 2. identity
shortcut connections are connections that skip one or more
layers. With the identity shortcut connections, ResNet clas-
sifies images with better accuracy, despite their stacking in
deep layers, without adding parameters, and with no compu-
tational complexity.

III. METHODOLOGY
In this section details the proposed method, including the
ResNet152 UNet++ architecture, the type of ImageNet pre-
trained CNN model, Data augmentation techniques, and
training details. we adopt UNet++’s improved ResNet152
UNet++ architecture to segment the TM and affected areas
In the paper. The augmented TM endoscopic image is learned
with the proposed segmentation model and evaluated with a
published pre-trained CNN model on ImageNet to see if the
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FIGURE 2. Residual learning: a building block [14].

segmented TM and affected area contain information to help
diagnose ear disease.

A. RESNET152 UNET++

We designed the ResNet152 UNet++ network to segment
endoscopic images of the TM. An overview of the ResNet152
UNet++ is depicted in Figure 3. In X i,j, i represents the
depth of the layers, and j represents the depth of the convolu-
tion layer of the nested block by skip connection.

ResNet UNet++ uses UNet++ as the default net-
work framework. It differs from the existing UNet++

in that the convolutional layer of the encoder, which
extracts the image features, uses the ResNet152 architec-
ture. Thus, the image features can be extracted more effi-
ciently. The structure of the ResNet-Bottleneck is shown
in Figure 4. The ResNet-Bottleneck layer applies the num-
bers a and b of the convolution layer and depth c in
ResNet152. These configurations segment the TM and
affected areas with better accuracy in endoscopic images of
the TM.

B. IMAGENET PRE-TRAINED CNN MODEL
We used a published pre-trained CNN model of ImageNet
to evaluate whether the segmentation images that were
generated by the ResNet152 UNet++ model exhibited bet-
ter performance in image classification than in the orig-
inal image. We employed and compared a total of six
models: ResNet152 [15], VGG19 [16], GoogleNet [17],
DenseNet161 [18], Inception-V3 [19], and Inception-
ResNet-v2 [20].

C. DATA AUGMENTATION TECHNIQUES
Data augmentation is a normalization method that is used to
prevent overfitting. Image augmentation techniques include
flip, rotation, scale, crop, transition, and noise. We used only
rotational augmentation techniques to preserve the semantic
information of the endoscopic images as far as possible.
Figure 5 presents the rotational augmentation results for an
endoscopic image sample of the TM. Five augmented images
were generated by rotating the original image five times by
60◦. Therefore, in addition to the original dataset, this study
also used an augmented dataset.

TABLE 1. Learning environments of ResNet152 UNet++ models and CNN
models.

D. TRAINING DETAILS
The learning environments for both the segmentation and
CNN models are presented in Table 1. ResNet152 UNet++

model used a batch size of 16, a learning rate of 5e-2, the
Adam optimizer, and the focal tversky loss function. The
Adam optimizer fine-tuned eps to 0.1. Furthermore, the learn-
ing environment of the ImageNet pre-trained CNN model
used a batch size of 16, a learning rate of 1e-4, the Adam
optimizer, and the cross-entropy loss function. Owing to
class-specific data imbalances, a loss weight was applied
by calculating the ratio of each amount of data, and both
methods were run for 100 epochs. All experiments in this
study were conducted on a deep learning server with eight
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080 12 GB GPUs.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. DATASET SETUP AND PREPROCESSING
We collected and analyzed 1,632medical images at the Korea
University Ansan Hospital and generated 9,792 images using
data augmentation. Therefore, endoscopic images were used
data from 2,782 normal, 3,626 perforation, 1,866 retraction,
and 954 cholesteatoma images. The features of each ear
disease are depicted in Figure 6, with blue circles indicat-
ing the location of the ear disease feature. TM perforation,
retraction, and cholesteatoma are all conditions that may lead
to hearing impairment. TM perforation is a condition where a
hole forms in the TM and can result from chronic middle ear
infections [21]. Perforation of the TM serves as a crucial indi-
cator for chronic middle ear inflammation and significantly
influences the decision to perform surgery. Retraction of the
TM occurs when a persistent pressure difference between the
middle ear and atmospheric pressure arises due to eustachian
tube dysfunction, potentially causing patients to experience
a sensation of ear fullness [22]. If TM retraction persists,
alterations in the middle ear mucosa may develop, ultimately
leading to cholesteatoma formation. Therefore, the presence
or absence of TM retraction indirectly reflects the patient’s
eustachian tube function, hinting at potential cholesteatoma
development in the middle ear. Cholesteatoma can induce
additional symptoms such as hearing loss, headache, and
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FIGURE 3. Architecture of ResNet152 UNet++.

FIGURE 4. Structure of encoder block in the ResNet-Bottleneck.

vertigo. Advanced cholesteatoma can result in serious com-
plications, including damage to middle ear ossicles like the
malleus and erosion of the skull base bone, potentially affect-
ing brain function [23]. Accurate assessment of TM findings
in cases of cholesteatoma is essential for determining the
lesion’s location and size, which ultimately guides the choice
of surgical intervention. However, 564 images that could not
be recognized owing to severe swelling, bleeding, or shaking
were excluded.

Moreover, the TM imaging equipment underwent changes
during data collection, resulting in varying image sizes.
The majority of the initial images had a resolution of
640 × 480 pixels, while the remaining images were 1920 ×

1080 pixels. To address the inconsistency in image size, all
images were resized to a resolution of 384× 384 pixels. The
endoscopic images of the TM were labeled on the Computer
Vision Annotation Tool (CVAT) website, and the dataset was
randomly divided without duplication into 80% for training
(7,376) and 20% for testing (1,852). The data of this study
were approved by the IRB (2021AS0329) of Korea Univer-
sity Ansan Hospital, and the procedure was followed by the
Helsinki declaration in 1975, furthermore informed consent is
waived by ethics committee because of a retrospective study.

B. EVALUATION METRICS
We used the pixel accuracy, dice coefficient, and intersection
over union (IoU) indicators to evaluate the performance of

segmenting endoscopic images of the TM. Pixel accuracy
represents the ratio of correctly predicted pixels to the total
number of pixels. The dice coefficient is an evaluation metric
that measures the similarity between two sets by considering
the overlap of the sets. It evaluates the performance of the
model by comparing the predicted regions and ground truth.
IoU (Intersection over Union) is a widely used evaluation
metric in semantic segmentation that measures the perfor-
mance by evaluating the overlap between the ground truth
and the predicted regions. The equations for the segmentation
evaluation metrics are as follows:

Pixelaccuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ FP+ TN + FN
(1)

Dicecoefficient =
2 × TP

(TP+ FP) + (TP+ FN )
(2)

IoU =
TP

TP+ FN + FP
(3)

Furthermore, to verify whether the segmentation image
helps in diagnosing diseases, we used a published CNN
model from ImageNet for a performance comparison with
that of the original image. The performance was evaluated
using the accuracy and recall indicators. Accuracy is the most
commonly used performance metric, representing the ratio
of correctly predicted data to the total dataset. Recall is the
ratio of correctly predicted data belonging to the true class
out of all the datasets in the true class. The formulas for the
classification evaluation metrics are as follows:

Accuracy =
TP+ TN

TP+ FP+ TN + FN
(4)

Recall =
TP

TP+ FN
(5)

where TP, TN, FP, and FN represent true positives, true neg-
atives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. The
higher the value for each metric, the better the segmentation
and classification performance.
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FIGURE 5. Illustration of image augmentation process for tympanic membrane
endoscopic image: (a) original image, (b) rotated by 60◦, (c) rotated by 120◦, (d) rotated
by 180◦, (e) rotated by 240◦, and (f) rotated by 300◦.

TABLE 2. Performance comparison of segmentation models.

FIGURE 6. The type of ear disease in the data collected. The blue circle
represents the location of each disease’s characteristics.

C. SEGMENTATION RESULTS
Table 2 compares UNet, EAR-UNet [3], UNet++, VGG19
UNet++, MobileNet-v2 UNet+, DenseNet161 UNet++,

Inception-ResNet-v2 UNet++, and ResNet152 UNet++ for
the segmentation experiments of the TM and affected areas
in TM endoscopic images. For the four evaluation metrics,
our proposed ResNet152 UNet++ exhibited the best seg-
mentation results, with a dice coefficient of 93.4%, a pixel
accuracy of 97.5%, an IoU score of 87.8%, and a loss of
0.120. The existing EAR-UNet model [3], which is based on
the UNet framework, enhances its performance compared to
the traditional UNet model by incorporating EfficientNet-B4
into the encoder, applying residual blocks to the decoder, and
adding attention gates to the skip connections. Conversely,
our model is built upon an upgraded UNet++ architec-
ture, featuring re-designed skip pathways that integrate the
DenseNet structure into the UNet’s skip connections, as well
as a Deep Supervision method that utilizes the average of
the up-sampling results from each layer as the final output.
Furthermore, we incorporated the ResNet152 structure into
the encoder. Consequently, our model exhibited superior per-
formance in comparison to the state-of-the-art EAR-UNet,
which segments the TM and affected areas in endoscopic
images of the TM, yielding improvements of 0.2% in dice
coefficient, 0.2% in pixel accuracy, and 0.3% in IoU score.

Figure 7. presents a comparison of the results of the TM
and affected area segmentation between the models. The
black line indicates the ground truth and the green line
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of results of segmentation of tympanic membrane (TM) and affected areas by various segmentation models. The TM and
affected areas were segmented from endoscopic images of the TM, including normal and three ear diseases (perforation, retraction, and
cholesteatoma). The ground truth is indicated by a black line and the position predicted by the model is indicated by a green line.

FIGURE 8. Segmentation images generated using the ResNet152 UNet++ model. After removing the out-of-border data at the location
predicted by the proposed model, we used only the images of the tympanic membrane (TM) and affected areas, which were important lesions
in the endoscopic image of the TM.

represents the location of the TM and affected areas predicted
by the proposed model. The results in Figure 7 shows that

ResNet152UNet++ divided the TMand affected areas better
than other models and predicted a more accurate position
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FIGURE 9. Comparison of confusion matrices for DenseNet161 model using original and segmentation images. (No=Normal, Per=Perforation,
Re=Retraction, Chole=Cholesteatoma).

TABLE 3. Classification performance comparison of original and segmentation images.

than the ground truth in the case of cholesteatoma. Therefore,
we generated segmentation images based on the prediction
results of the proposed model, as shown in Figure 8.

D. IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
We compared the original imagewith the segmentation image
that was generated by the ResNet152 UNet++ model to
six CNN models of ImageNet. The comparison results are
presented in Table 3. The best performance was obtained
when the segmentation images were used on DenseNet161,

with an accuracy and a recall of 91.4% and 90.0%, respec-
tively. Furthermore, a comparison of the confusion matrices
(Figure 9) reveals that the number of misdiagnoses increased
by 9 for perforations and 8 for retractions when using the
segmentation image compared to when using the original
image in the DenseNet161 model. However, the number of
misdiagnoses for normal and cholesteatoma was reduced by
13 and 21, respectively, and finally, the total number of mis-
diagnoses was reduced by 17. Thus, the segmentation images
that were generated by our proposed ResNet152 UNet++
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FIGURE 10. Results of disease-specific Grad-CAM comparison of DensenNet161 model using original and segmentation images.

model demonstrated that the positions of the segmented TM
and affected areas were useful for diagnosing middle ear
diseases.

E. GRAD-CAM
Figure 10 shows the comparison results of Grad-CAM
when the original and segmentation images were used for
DenseNet161. The comparison indicates that the segmenta-
tion image exhibited fewer heat maps in areas other than
the TM and affected areas compared to the original image,
and more heat maps were displayed in the affected areas.
Therefore, when using the segmentation image, we observed
the TM and affected area more accurately and confirmed that
the disease was classified.

V. DISCUSSION
The UNet++model employs a substantial number of param-
eters and consumes significant memory due to its complex
connections. In our approach, we further increased the param-
eter count and memory usage by adopting the ResNet152

architecture, a deeper model, in place of the VGG16
architecture within the UNet++ framework. However,
this architectural modification introduces the limitation of
increased computational requirements, which should be con-
sidered in practical implementation and resource-constrained
environments.

In contrast to our study, which segmented the tympanic
membrane (TM) as a whole, previous research has focused on
segmenting individual parts of the TM and associated lesions,
such as perforations, in greater detail [24]. However, our
study segmented the tympanic membrane and affected areas
as a single object, achieving high accuracy in identifying the
TM and affected areas.

However, a more detailed segmentation approach that dif-
ferentiates between the TMand lesions could potentially offer
a foundation for tailored treatment strategies based on the
patient’s middle ear condition and lesion characteristics in
the future. Nonetheless, assessing a patient’s condition and
establishing precise treatment plans remain constrained by
the examination of the TM alone. Clinicians still require
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the assistance of other diagnostic tools, such as computed
tomography, to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the
patient’s needs.

Therefore, future research is needed to reduce the parame-
ters and memory used by segmentation models and to inves-
tigate whether our model can aid in the automatic diagnosis
of ear diseases by individually segmenting the features of the
TM in endoscopic images of the TM.

VI. CONCLUSION
This study proposes a ResNet152 UNet++ model for seg-
menting the TM and affected areas from endoscopic images
of the TM. The combination of endoscope technology and
computer algorithms has improved the accuracy of TM diag-
nosis. Although expert clinicians are still required to interpret
the results and provide appropriate treatment, this technology
has reduced the chances of making a wrong diagnosis. Our
experiments demonstrated the competitive performance of
the proposed ResNet152 UNet++ in segmenting TMs and
affected areas. This improvement is attributed to the combi-
nation of UNet++ and ResNet152 models. The experimental
results also confirmed that ResNet152 UNet++ accurately
divided the TM and affected areas, except for the external
ear area. In addition, the detected TM endoscopic image was
learned using a published CNN model of ImageNet, and
experiments showed that the detected area was useful for
diagnosing ear disease. Therefore, the ResNet152 UNet++

proposed in this studymay help detect TMs and affected areas
in future remote diagnosis and clinical situations.
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